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ABSTRACT 

Contrary to standard economic thinking where it is assumed that factor shares are 

constant over time, significant amount of evidence suggests that this may not be the case. 

The focus of this report is to estimate the variation of labour shares for Canada and 

United States for the last eighty years. In addition, we look at the other national income 

components, labour share measurement issues, commercial and public sectors labour 

income shares as well as composition of the wage bill in order to determine possible 

sources of these changes. The results suggest that the labour shares have been declining 

for the United States since 1970s and for Canada since 1960s. It is also observed that the 

trend depends on the definition of labour income share. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

A significant amount of literature has emerged warning about the current economic 

trend of falling labour shares. That is, the total amount of money going to workers 

relative to GDP is getting smaller over time. This has taken place even given that the 

productivity of labour has risen, and that dramatically advances in technology has taken 

place. This means that employees are not paid what they deserve (as implied by their 

contribution to the production process). These observers suggest owners of the capital 

may be receiving a disproportionate share of the benefits of worker productivity gains. 

Many blame this on labour outsourcing. Millions of cheap laborers are employed in 

China, Bangladesh, and India to bring products from iPhones to GAP clothes to the world 

markets. Workers in North America and in China have something in common: falling 

labour shares (Harrison, 2005). Advancing technology is another possible contributing 

factor to the fall, since the technological progress tends to substitute away from unskilled 

workers and makes them earn even less. There is no conclusive evidence that this is the 

main reason of the labour share decrease. 

Early publications suggest constant factor shares over time. For example constant 

wage shares was one of Kaldor’s well-known “stylized facts” (Kaldor, 1961). Later 

research disagrees with this notion and present numerous evidence of falling labour 

shares (see, for example, Guscina, 2007; Rodrigez, 2010). 

The present MA report studies the long-run evolution of labour shares from the 

1930s to the 2000s for two countries: United States and Canada. We use 10-year averages 

to show that wage/GDP ratios, since the 1970s, have fallen steadily. In addition we split 

the total economy into public and private sectors and analyze labour shares separately. 
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Finally, we decompose wage bill into five categories in order to analyze different sources 

for this trend. 

The main findings of the this study are as follows: 

 the labour share has declined since the 1970s. Our wage decomposition 

analysis lends support to other findings that, although wage rates have risen, 

the rise has not kept up with productivity gains.  

 the labour share percentage has declined more sharply in the non-

commercial sector in Canada, relative to the commercial sector. 

 the wage-decomposition analysis in this document reinforces the idea that, 

while real wages per-capita wage bill has increased over the past four 

decades, real GDP per capita has increased faster. Looking at the real per-

capita wage bill increase, most of the rise is accounted for by real wage rate 

increases, with an additional part of the rise accounted for by long-run 

growth in the labour-force participation rate and an aging population. The 

fact that North Americans are working fewer hours accounts for some of the 

decline in the wage/GDP share. 

This study is structured in the following manner. Chapter 2 provides a literature 

review. Chapter 3 defines labour shares, and provides some basic estimate of this variable 

(both ambiguous and unambiguous wage/GDP estimate) for all-industries, the 

government sector and the non-government sector. Chapter 4 provides additional GDP 

shares, for various non-wage components for the total economy, and the non-government 

for government sector GDP. We show percentage changes for both “value added GDP” 
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and “expenditure GDP”. Chapter 5 decomposes the wage bill into the wage rate, the 

employment rate, the employment-hours intensity, the labour force partition rate and the 

more senior population ratios for the total economy and for the public and private sectors. 

Chapter 6 briefly explains why separating government GDP and non-government GDP is 

crucial, and the conceptual differences in government GDP and expenditure value added 

GDP (and similarly, non-government expenditure GDP and non-government value added 

GDP). Chapter 7 concludes. 
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 CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 Income distribution can be presented in two different ways: distribution of income 

among persons (size distribution) and distribution of income among factors of production 

(functional distribution). The latter is a standard approach that divides income in two 

factors of production: labor and capital. The discussion in this chapter, and this MA 

report, focuses on the latter approach. 

 It is important to define that the labour share of output is the power of labour in 

the production function and labour share of income that shows how much income labour 

receives. Under the standard neoclassical theory where we have Cobb-Douglas 

production function labour share of output will be equal to labour share if income, where 

the factors of production receive their marginal products.  Since in the real world many 

assumptions of neoclassical growth theory fail to exist (and we discuss it more in detail 

later) the two definitions of labour share are not equal to each other. The labour share we 

refer to in this MA essay is labour share of income. 

 The chapter is organized as follows. First we briefly summarize the old-school 

research on labour shares. Then we compare this to the modern discussion. Section 2.3 

analyzes literature on how to measure labour shares. Next we discuss the gap between 

productivity and wages. Section 2.4 provides theoretical suggestions on what may have 

influenced the labour share dynamics. Section 2.6 concludes. 

  

 2.1 Early research on labor shares 

 Labour income’s share in total income has long been studied as an indicator of 

income distribution. Since the times of Adam Smith economists recognized that national 
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product could be divided into the income received by owners of land, owners of 

machinery, and labourers. Early economists considered the distribution of income among 

factors of production related to the level of wages and the degree of income inequality 

within a country. Starting from Ricardo in the first half of nineteen century, every major 

economic school of thought has developed its theory of income distribution. 

 Ricardo writes: 

 “the produce of the earth—all that is derived from its surface by the united 

application of labour, machinery and capital, is divided among three classes of the 

community, namely, the proprietor of the land, the owner of the stock or capital 

necessary for its cultivation, and the labourers by whose industry it is cultivated. . . . To 

determine the laws which regulate this distribution is the principal problem in Political 

Economy.” (Ricardo, 1911, p.1) 

  

 In the first half of twentieth century economists started to collect data in order to 

explain movements in factor shares. By the 1950s the amount of the literature on factor 

shares increased sharply. Early on, economists documented certain regularity, over long 

period of time that labour and capital shares remained constant in the United States. In his 

notable work Keynes (1939) called the stability of dividends accruing to labour as “the 

most surprising fact” [Keynes, 1939, p 48] for the whole range of economic statistics and 

“a bit of a miracle’’ [Keynes, 1939, p 49] for Great Britain and the United States. He also 

indicates that this phenomenon seems to occur in the long run but not in the short run. In 

addition, in 1961 Kaldor indicated that constant factor shares as one of the important 

aspects of growth and introduced it as one of “stylized facts” (Kaldor, 1961, p178). 
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Johnson (1954) did a comprehensive study on functional distribution of income. He 

constructed data from 1850 to 1952 and indicated that there has been no significant 

change in the share of national income received by labour. Nevertheless according to his 

data there has been a slight increase in labour shares from 69.4 to 75.2 percent. Johnson 

(1954, p.182) also points out that there is a need for critical evaluation of any aggregate 

data that is used to compute labour shares.  

 In his 1957 publication (p.312-320) Robert Solow  stated that the Cobb-Douglas 

production function is representative for the US economy – a production function having 

a unit elasticity of substitution and therefore predicting constant factor shares over time. 

Nevertheless a year later he expressed skepticism over the constancy of factor shares and 

called it a possible “optical illusion” The author points out that most researchers 

documented stability of labour shares without specifically defining what “stable” means 

(Solow, 1958, p 618).  

 Solow (1958, p 618) pointed out that since technology, real capital and real 

income per capita change drastically - one would expect similar change in distribution of 

income (albeit data suggests labour shares remained relatively constant). Solow also 

argues that there is a problem of imputing to labour a proper share of income, (for 

example treatment of unincorporated enterprises). He states that this may result in 

inadequate estimates. He also concluded that there is variation in labour shares across 

sectors and that balancing it out on the aggregate level gives a case for constancy of 

factor shares (Solow, 1958, p. 619-630).  
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 Simon Kuznets (1959, p.53-56) in another significant paper seemed to reinforce 

Solow’s thoughts. The author examined various countries’ data and came to the 

conclusion that labour shares were not constant across countries or over time. 

  

2.2 Modern research on labour shares fluctuations 

 A number of recently published research papers have provided convincing 

evidence of non-stable factor shares.  Among these, Harrison (2005) analyzed the trends 

in labour shares. The author used a United Nations dataset that provides information on 

the share of labour compensation in national income or GDP across 100 countries and 

over 40 years. She finds that labour share have been falling during last 30 years in poor 

and middle-income countries. However the data suggest large differences in labour share 

trends across countries. For example United States had relatively constant shares, while 

Japan experienced an increase in income contributed to wages and compensation. The 

paper concludes that on average decreased labour shares in poor countries and increased 

in rich countries prior to 1993. But since 1993 poorer countries experienced even sharper 

fall in labour shares and richer countries have showed a reversed trend, with labour 

shares falling as well. An IMF study (Guscina, 2006) has analyzed data from 18 OECD 

countries and found that labour shares where rising up to the 1960s, had peaked during 

1970s and gradually declined during the last several decades. Guscina (2006)  also points 

out that the decline happened as equilibrium rather than as a cyclical movement. This 

means that it happened in the long run rather than in the short run. Another paper 

illustrates how the labour income share European Union (EU) member-states started to 

decline in the second half of the 1970s and fell towards levels that are below those that 
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were attained in the 1960s in most (European Commission, 2007). In addition the report 

article showed the same trend for United States where labour income share reached a 

peak at 65.9% in 1970 and low with 60% in 2005. Compared to EU, US labour share 

behaved in the more stable way but had much lower coefficient of variation from 1960 to 

2005. Nevertheless a similar decline is evident. 

 Russell and Dufour (2007) computed wage rates, labour productivity and 

wage/GDP ratios for the last 30 years in Canada, using Statistics Canada datasets. In 

1961 the wage share was 64.6% of the GDP pie and has been declining since. In 2005 it 

declined to only 60% it the lowest level since 1961. An opposite trend was observed for 

the profit share. This share dropped a little during the 1970s and early 1980s but has been 

rising ever since, taking 33.7% of the economic pie in 2005, an increase by about 4 pp1 

since 1961. 

 Jayadev (2007) used a UN dataset in order to measure labour share trends over 

last three decades. He finds substantial variation in the labour share across all countries, 

especially in Western Europe. One of the drawbacks of his research is that he defines 

labour shares excluding self-employed individuals and the informal sector in the UN 

data. Both these issues underestimate labour’s share. 

 Rodrigez (2010) examined United Nations Industrial Development Organization 

(UNIDO) and United Nations (UN) data and presented statistically significant evidence 

of declining trends in the labour share, in all countries studied. One of the advantages of 

                                                 

1 pp denotes percentage point 
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the paper is that it is the only study that uses two data sources to give a comprehensive 

grasp of the economy as whole and, in particular the manufacturing sector. Interestingly 

it has been noted that decline was not due to the shift of production to the sectors with 

lower average labour share. The newer literature [Guscina (2006), Jadayev (2007)] which 

strongly suggests a declining labour share, implies that the Cobb-Douglass production 

function needs to be called into question. An empirical study by Morel (2006) attempted 

to explain movement in the labour share across 18 broad sectors of the Canadian 

economy. The paper establishes the empirical fact that Canadian labour share fell almost 

by 3 pp from 1998 to 2004. 

 Not all modern research has agreed on the hypothesis that factor shares are not 

constant. Gollin (2002), for instance, argues that labour shares remained constant for all 

countries with available data. He explains that falling labour shares may be a result of 

improper calculation of factor shares and proposed several solutions to this problem as 

discussed in section “measuring labour shares” 

 

2.3 Measuring Labour Shares 

The labor share shows how much of national income accrues to labor. Many 

researchers attempted to properly measure labour share and introduced their own 

calculations and arguments towards this issue [Gollin (2002), Gomme and Rupert 

(2002)]. Despite the effort there is no clear consensus on how labour share should be 

measured.  

At first sight calculating labour share is simple and straightforward:  - it is a ratio 

of labour compensation to current dollar GDP:  
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Labour share = 
𝑤𝑎𝑔𝑒+𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝑎𝑔𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑑
 

 

Many questions arise when it comes to defining the numerator as well as the 

denominator. Aggregate value added within the system of national accounts can be 

calculated as a sum of all types of income: 

Labour income is wages and salaries plus supplementary labour income (SLI), all 

wages and salaries paid to employees plus employers’ contribution to insurance, and 

pension funds. It includes taxes. Corporate profits are a portion of total income earned 

from current production by countries corporate enterprises. It includes profits from 

government enterprises and excludes depreciation. Interest income is the interest and 

miscellaneous investment income received by individuals. Interest income  doesn’t 

include dividends. Proprietor’s income is income earned by proprietors from their 

businesses. This component also referred as unincorporated income. Includes accrued net 

income of farm operators from farm production and net income of non-farm 

unincorporated businesses plus rent. Indirect taxes less subsidies are taxes minus 

government subsidies. Capital consumption allowance- also known as depreciation - is 

an allowance for wear and tear of capital during production. 

All aforementioned sources of income accrue to either labour or capital (or both). 

Clearly compensation of employees is a labour income; corporate profits, net interest 

income and depreciation is capital income.  One of the issues here is appropriation of 

proprietor’s income and taxes. Entrepreneurs that use both factors of production receive 
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proprietor’s income. Therefore the problem of properly dividing income between labour 

and capital needs to be addressed. Due to the fact that there are large part of self-

employment in developed countries, (for example in Canada) this subcomponent has 

been fluctuating from 12 to 17 % last several decades. Exclusion of this type of income 

leads to downward bias (Morel, 2006).  

 Gollin (2002) suggested three different adjustments that help improve the self-

employment problem in estimating raw labour’s share. The first adjustment is treating of 

unincorporated income as a type of labour income only. The assumption that self-

employed provide only labour services is intuitive and straightforward. However there is 

an obvious drawback:  self-employed uses capital as well. Therefore this will 

overestimate labour share.  

The second approach suggested by the author is assuming that unincorporated 

business income has the same share of labour and capital as in corporations and 

government sector.  This way there is an allocation of income to both factors of 

production. The problem is that this assumption may simply not hold due to the fact that 

proprietors’ businesses are different in organization and structure than corporations. 

Therefore the factor shares could be different as well.  

Finally, the other option is to appropriate employee compensation to those who are 

self-employed. It can be done by dividing the entire compensation of employees bill by 

the number of employed and scaling it up for the entire workforce.  The disadvantage of 

this approach is that self-employed may be getting different return for their work than 

those who are officially employed in corporations. Nevertheless when considering 
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industries with a low share of self-employment, like manufacturing, it is possible to 

estimate raw labour’s share with little bias (Daudey, 2004). 

Additional problems arise measuring labour’s share. Government sector income 

consists only of wage and salaries of workers but there is no capital income, so inclusion 

of the latter will underestimate the labour share. Possible solutions may be omitting 

government sector or dividing it between labour and capital. As well, the housing sector 

has only capital factor in it and underestimates labour share (Gomme, and Rupet , 2004). 

Moreover it may be unclear whether to use gross value added or net value added in 

calculations. Gross value added is simply net value added plus depreciation. Since 

depreciation is an allowance for wear and tear of physical capital it is represented in total 

prices of final goods and services (Morel, 2005).  Gomme and Rupert, (2004) seem to 

agree on using depreciation in the measure of output. They argue that likewise capital, 

labour experience wear and tear as well. 

This MA report uses some of the aforementioned suggestions in measuring labour’s 

shares in order to look at its trend.  Chapter 3 reports calculations of raw labour share – 

which is the “naïve” ratio of compensation of employees to value added. We also show 

the labour share excluding government sector and unambiguous labour, which is 

calculated by assuming that proprietor’s income and taxes have the same share of labour 

income as corporations. All aforementioned adjustments include depreciation. 

 

 2.4 Wage and productivity gap 

 The relation between wages and productivity is important due to the fact that 

wages is a key determinant of household standard of living. Most economic models 
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predict that real wages rise as productivity rises. Workers productivity has risen 

substantially over the last century mostly due to the advance in technology and increases 

in physical and human capital. One would think that this will translate accordingly to a 

rise in wages, but in fact wage growth has fallen far behind the productivity growth. This 

means that workers are not getting the full benefits from the productivity growth.  

 Russel and Dufour (2007), in particular, documented this discrepancy for the 

Canadian economy. The paper presents four different measures of productivity for the 

last 40 years, and all four have been constantly rising. At the same time the authors show 

that the real wage stayed the same during this period. Interestingly, the real wage didn’t 

have the same trend for all industries. For example, during 1983 and 2005 the hourly real 

wage of employees in finance, insurance and real estate sectors increased by 15-20%, 

whereas workers in transportation sector experienced a loss on average of 17%. 

 Productivity growth and wage growth began to diverge in 1975. Productivity rose 

by 80.8% between 1973 and 2011 while wage and compensation of median worker rose 

only by 10.7% Before 1970 wages rose with the productivity (Mitchell, 2012). The 

author identifies three “wedges” for this trend.  First, there is a decrease of income going 

to workers and increase in income going to owners of capital. The other two: a rising gap 

between high-paid and low-paid workers (a rise in wage compensation inequality) and a 

faster rise in prices for consumer goods relative to prices for national output (the 

consumer’s purchasing power diminished since correction for inflation is calculated 

based on consumer goods). The latter factor was the largest contributor to the wage and 

productivity gap. 
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2.5 Theoretical suggestions on the possible factors affecting labour income 

shares 

 Functional income distribution has changed greatly over the last 40 years. Based 

on the clear evidence of such trend many researches have been trying to find the 

determinants of falling wage shares. The literature suggests that the most significant 

impact on labour share stems from technological change, globalization, bargaining power 

of unions, financial openness and other possible factors. 

  

 2.5.1 Technological progress 

 Kaldor’s stylized fact of constancy of the income shares found its theoretical 

underpinning in basic neoclassical theory of macroeconomic growth. The theory assumes 

perfect competition, no adjustments costs, full employment, and a well-behaved 

aggregate production function. Each of the aforementioned assumptions is unlikely to 

hold in the real world. Therefore researches have exploited the implications of relaxing 

these overly restrictive assumptions in order to explain the behavior of labour shares 

during recent several decades. Most models of growth and capital accumulation assume 

one of the following in order to explain stability of factor shares: either the production 

function should be Cobb-Douglass (with constant elasticity of one between labour and 

capital) or technological progress should be labour augmenting.  

 The elasticity of substitution between capital and labour measures the extent to 

which firms can substitute capital for labour given relative price or relative productivity 

changes. When elasticity of substitution is not unity then factor shares are no longer 
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constant. If we assume that elasticity of substitution is less than one then with the 

increase in capital-to-labour ratio, there is an increase in relative factor prices real wages 

increase relative to the price of capital. Therefore if capital-to-labour ratios decreases 

then labour share will decrease as well if the elasticity of substitution is less the one. With 

elasticity larger than one the opposite is true. European Commission (2005) discussed the 

correlation between capital and labour share movements and concluded that even though 

some correlation does exist, the whole trend in the labour share cannot be explained by 

fluctuations in capital. 

 Much evidence suggests that elasticity of substitution is less than one. For 

instance Rowthorn (1999) reports estimates for the elasticity of substitution that are 

below one for 19 countries. The same conclusions were derived by Antras (2004) 

provided that biased technical change is allowed for (European Commission, 2007). 

Another reason to reject one unit elasticity is the fact that such an assumption doesn’t 

allow for any fluctuations in factor shares, which is an empirical fact. However, European 

Commission report (2007) shows some correlation between the capital to labor ratio and 

labour share fluctuations but notes that it is not the single driver of labour share changes 

and that further study is needed regarding this issue. 

Since distribution (at least theoretically) is determined by technology, according to 

neoclassical theory of income distribution, technological change is often used to 

determine changes in factor shares. Some studies have argued that technology was labour 

augmenting up to and including the 1960s when labour share was rising and became 

capital augmenting since the 1970s, which led to a fall in labour shares (Guscina, 2007a).  
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In our opinion, the study by Acemoglu (2003) agrees with the aforementioned 

suggestions. The author developed a model that endogeneises technological progress. He 

investigated the standard endogenous growth model and came to a conclusion that under 

profit maximizing incentives all technological change must be labour augmenting. This 

means that labour share would be increasing over the long run, where the interest rate and 

capital share remain stable. Nevertheless, during the transition path, technological 

progress is capital augmenting and labour augmenting technological change appears in 

the long run only.  This is due to the fact that this model has a self-equilibrating 

mechanism and pushes back labour share to its natural level when labour share deviates 

from its natural level . 

 Another popular explanation for the shares movement is that technological 

progress is mostly skill-based, that is new technologies substitute away from low-skill 

workers, who perform routine tasks with machines. This led to higher demand and 

consequently higher wage of workers with high skills. So the fall in wage shares may be 

due to overall effect of fall in low-skilled workers compensation (European Commission, 

2007). 

  

 2.5.2 Globalization. 

 Labour globalization has attracted much attention from policymakers and the 

media. Many are trying to determine how the addition of large pool of labour from 

emerging markets and developing countries affects the compensation and employment in 

advanced countries [see, for example Harrison, (2002), Guscina, (2006)]. The 

globalization thesis states the countries will concentrate on areas where they have 
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comparative advantage. This means that countries with abundance of labour will 

concentrate on labour intensive industries and countries with an excess of capital will 

concentrate on capital-intensive industries. Since globalization leads to market openness, 

a labour intensive country will export labour intensive products. As a consequence the 

relative wage should fall in capital-intensive countries and vise versa. But the evidence 

suggest that wage falls almost everywhere, contrary to this theorem (Dunhapt, 2013)   

 The answer to this trend, as Rodrik (1998) points out, is that with the advance of 

globalization, capital became more mobile than labour, opposite of the trend a hundred 

years ago.  Uneven impacts of globalization on factors of production have two possible 

implications. Firstly, in case of negative shocks it will be easy for the capital to move to 

another country with better returns, and leaving labour behind to bear the larger burden. 

Secondly, labour has to compete to attract highly mobile capital, which results in lower 

wages (Diwan, 2001). 

  

 2.5.3 Financialization 

 Financial activity relative to all economic activity has been increasing over the 

last several decades and this is considered as being one of the factors that contributed to 

the wage share decline. The common term “financialization” is defined as “increasing 

role of financial motives, financial markets, financial actors and financial institutions in 

the operation of the domestic and international economies.” [Epstein, (2005) p. 3]. 

 Dunhaupt (2012) finds a strong correlation between financialization and income 

distribution and shows (in theory) a pattern of how financialization affects wages. 

Dunhaupt (2012) assumes mark-up pricing and oligopoly-structure and states that in the 
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long run the burden of mark-up will fall on the employees’ shoulders. There are several 

channels through which financialization can affect labour: globalization, shareholders 

value and government activity. Firstly, globalization can positively affect labour share by 

introducing global price competition, which downsizes the mark up and consequently 

raises wages. In addition, enterprises can outsource production in order to minimize costs 

of raw materials and unfinished goods leading to a rise in labour share, but if the demand 

for raw materials and unfinished goods rises and prices increase, then globalization plays 

a negative role by bringing labour’s share down.   

  It should be mentioned that the shift of production into developing countries is 

partially due to the increase in capital flows in form of foreign direct investment (FDI). 

The World Bank defines FDI as “the net inflows of investment to acquire a lasting 

management interest (10 percent or more of voting stock) in an enterprise operating in an 

economy other than the home country of the investor” (source -data.worldbank.org). Rise 

of FDI there increased the number and influence of multinational firms. This weakening 

of local wage bargaining power due to foreign direct investment (FDI) flows have 

increased significantly during last two decades with FDI flows becoming one of the 

major sources of financing in many countries of the world. FDI impacts the economy 

through more than one channels. When foreign capital enters a local market it brings new 

technology, better product quality, and lower product cost in order to be able to compete 

with local firms (the latter may have better supply chain and consumer network). This 

leads to increase in knowledge, and with the addition of capital, results in higher 

productivity of labour. Since productivity of labour reflects wages, this consequently 

leads to a rise in wages, according to neo-classical economic assumptions. 
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 Ramya and Katlani (2007) analyzed the impact of FDI on wages. The study finds 

that FDI flows have significantly negative impact on average manufacturing wages, in 

particular female manufacturing wages. The paper proposes that the main channel 

through which FDI affects wages is bargaining power. This is due to  the increase in 

mobility of capital which in turn lowers bargaining power of workers.  

  

 2.5.4 Bargaining power of labour 

 Another important factor is bargaining power of labour. Since perfect market 

competition does not exist in the labour markets, The size of functional distribution can 

be a result of the bargaining process between capital and labour. The higher bargaining 

power workers have (say through strong unions), the higher are wages in unionized 

sectors (Stockhammer, 2007).  Rodrik (1998) finds evidence that employees get paid 

more in democracies and this can be explained by the fact that unions are stronger in such 

forms of government. 

  

2.6 Conclusion and discussion 

Factor shares and its distribution have long been an interest among economists, at 

least for the last hundred years. Opinions on how income is distributed to both factors of 

production, capital and labour, differ. At the beginning of the previous century most 

economists supported the constancy of factor shares (Solow, 1957, p.312-320, Keynes, 

1939, p.48, Kaldor 1961, p.177-222). Nevertheless Solow in later work (1958, p.619-

630) among others (Johnson, 1954, p. 175-182, Kuznets, 1959, p.53-56) in later work 

express skepticism about constancy of factor shares. 
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Recent research papers document decreasing labour shares, on average, since the 

1970s across countries [Guscina (2006), Jayadev (2007)]. Some argue that the fall is 

sharper in developing countries, in contrast to the developed countries (Harrison, 2005). 

But nevertheless almost all OECD countries had experienced labour share declines. 

According to the literature United States labour income shares have experienced not so 

sharp fall (some studies argue that it stayed constant) (Rodrigez, 2010). Canada have 

experienced labour share decline since the 1970s (Morel, 2006). 

Technological progress, globalization, financialization and weak bargaining power 

of unions may be all contributing to the downward movement of labour income shares. It 

is uncertain of what the extend of each factors have played a part in the final result 

(Stockhammer, 2007). 

The motivation of this MA essay is to determine the trend in labour shares 

throughout 80-year span. We document the decline in labour share of income in the last 

40 years for United States and Canada. The importance of such findings is hard to 

underestimate. Firstly, the distribution of income shares provide a conclusion, given the 

higher rise in productivity, that workers are not getting their fair share. Secondly, the shift 

in distribution of income between capital and labour affect macroeconomic stability by 

changing government income (through the taxation). In addition, the marginal propensity 

to spend is higher in the capital income than in the labour income and this may lead to 

changes in aggregate demand composition (European Commission, 2006). The findings 

may be useful for the further research and policy implementations like changing taxation 

policies for capital and labour income. Finally in order to predict further changes in 

functional income distribution one needs to determine the reasons of the previous trend. 
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CHAPTER 3. TOTAL WAGE SHARE (GOVERNMENT AND NON GOVERNMENT) 

AND UNAMBIGUOUS WAGE SHARE ESTIMATES 

 

The first part of this chapter we provide the total labour share and separately for 

government and non-government sector. The second part of this chapter constructs 

“unambiguous wage shares”, a different approach of measuring labour shares. 

 

3.1 Total wage share (government and non-government) 

A first step toward understanding the behavior of labour’s share of income is to 

undertake the most straightforward approach in estimation. In Table 1 we show total 

labour shares that are computed by dividing wages and salaries plus supplemental labour 

income by GDP for the United States for all industries, the government sector, and the 

non-government sector. If we look at all-industry wage shares from Table 1 we can see a 

rise up to and including the 1970 decade, from 52% in the 1930s to 57% in the 1970s. 

During the 1970s decade we can observe a peak in labour shares for United States. Since 

the 1970s a steady decline in the all industry wage share has taken place. In each decade 

it fell approximately by one percentage point and reached 53% by year 2013. 

Several sources have argued that including the government sector (the public 

sector) leads to incorrect estimation of the labour’s share [Morel (2006), Gomme and 

Rupert (2007)]. This is due to the fact that value added by government sector includes 

only wages and salaries plus consumption of fixed capital (we discuss this point more 

fully in Chapters 4 and 6). Therefore including government leads to upward bias in 

labour share. In Table 1 we separate government wage shares and non-government wage 
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shares for the United States. Each of these two shares show a different trend. According 

to the data the government labour share fluctuates greatly over the last 80 years. The 

government sector posted a historic high (61%) in the 1930s, then recorded a historic low 

(45%) during the following decade (possibly given the sharp rise in military spending in 

the 1940s), and then grew steadily up and including the 1970s and followed not so steady 

decline since then with 2 pp drop on average to present.  The non-government labour 

share posted historic low during 1930s (49%) and a historic high during 1940s (60%) 

and has been falling since, reaching 52% in 2011-2013. 
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Table 1.  Wage/GDP Ratios, by Government/Non-government sectors, by 

Decade, United States (%) 

Decade Government wage 

shares 

Non-government 

wage shares 

Total wage shares 

1931-1940 61.51 49.99 51.76 

1941-1950 45.26 60.48 53.57 

1951-1960 46.15 57.53 54.89 

1961-1970 50.70 57.37 55.82 

1971-1980 57.86 56.28 56.63 

1981-1990 53.80 56.19 55.69 

1991-2000 57.40 55.19 55.60 

2001-2010 55.69 54.68 54.87 

2011-2013 55.26 52.64 53.15 

Notes: 

a. “Government” includes all activity as defined by National Accounts 

“government expenditures”. 

b. “Non-government” is defined as total all industries minus government 

activity. 

c. total is all industries. 

d. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Table 2.1; 1.1.5 

 

 

Table 2:  Wage/GDP Ratios, by Government/Non-government sectors, by 

Decade, Canada (%) 

       Decade      Government Non-government         Total 

      1931-1940                 52.6                     44.3           45.2 

      1941-1950           40.0           52.3           47.3 

      1951-1960           43.6           49.0           48.2 

      1961-1970           58.3           49.3           50.9 

      1971-1980           57.6           52.7           53.7 

      1981-1990           55.4           51.9           52.7 

      1991-2000            51.6           51.6           51.6 

      2001-2010           47.9           50.7           50.1         

Notes:  

a.“Government” includes all activity as defined by National Accounts 

“government expenditures”. 

b.“Non-government” is defined as total all industries minus government activity. 

c. total is all industries. 

d. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Tables  
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 Table 2 shows data for Canada. The all-industry total wage share (the right-hand 

column) was increasing to and including the 1970s and reached a peak with 54% share, 

but falling since. For the first four decades the share was rising by two percentage points 

each decade, but from the 1970s thereafter experienced a modest drop of one percentage 

point each decade. For the government wage shares the highest point took place during 

1960s decade at 58.3%. For the non-government sector, the labour share it is 52.7% in 

1970s. All three variables declined continually since the 1970s: 4 pp for all industry 

wage shares, 3 pp in non-government and 10 pp in government.  

The literature mentioned above argues for exclusion government sector due to the 

reason that it comprises only depreciation and labour shares (upward bias problem). As 

we saw (based on first two tables) this argument is very questionable since we clearly 

saw a fairly similar distribution of labour shares (not a 90% labour share according to the 

literature) for both countries. Below, Chapter 4 and 6 provides some more data and 

discussion on income shares in government sector. 

In sum, we see a clear decline in government, non-government and total labour 

shares in Untied States and Canada. According to U.S. data commercial sector labour 

shares started falling since 1940s to the present and in Canada only since 1970s. As for 

government sector here trend is different. The US have experienced a drop since 1970s 

and Canada since 1960s. Canada government labour share declined faster than its 

counterparts’ labour share. The main point here that, over the long run, wage shares vary 

considerably, in both the government and non-government sectors. 
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Table 3: Nominal Labour’s Shares, Unambiguous and Total, for United 

States, 1930s to 2010s, by Decade 

Decade Unambiguous wage share Total wage share 

1931-1940 66.27 51.76 

1941-1950 67.71 53.57 

1951-1960 67.19 54.89 

1961-1970 66.73 55.82 

1971-1980 66.83 56.63 

1981-1990 64.25 55.69 

1991-2000 64.84 55.60 

2001-2010 63.64 54.87 

2011-2013 61.27 53.15 

Notes: a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of economic analysis, GDP income based. Table 1.1.5; 2.1 
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3.2 Unambiguous wage shares 

A given country’s income can be allocated exclusively between labour and capital. 

But a problem arises when certain components on the income side of GDP cannot be 

attributed entirely towards capital or labour. Gomme and Rupert (2002) distinguish 

between ambiguous income and unambiguous income. Unambiguous labour income is 

defined as compensation of employees plus supplementary labour income; unambiguous 

capital income is defined as corporate profits, rental income, net interest income and 

depreciation. Ambiguous income is proprietors’ income and indirect taxes less subsidies. 

Many literature sources suggested dividing ambiguous income between capital and 

labour in the same proportions as they represent in the economy. This can be calculated 

simply by excluding ambiguous income from value added.  

Gomme and Rupert (2002) undertake the ambiguous income exclusion as follows: 

 

1) Total Labour Income = Unambiguous Labour Income + A*Ambiguous Labour 

Income 

 

where A is labour share, that has to be determined. If A is labour share of value added  

(nominal GDP) then: 

 

2) Total Labour Income = A* Value Added = A (Unambiguous Labour Income + 

Unambiguous Capital Income + Ambiguous Income) 

 

Solving equations 1 and 2 gives us A: 
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A = Unambiguous Labour Income/ (Unambiguous Labour Income + Unambiguous 

Capital Income) 

 

According to Table 3 the unambiguous wage share stays roughly constant from the 

1930s to the 1970s, and then starts to decline thereafter. We see a drop from 67% during 

the 1971-1980 decade to 61% in the 2010s. The fall in the unambiguous wage share has 

been steeper than the total wage share: unambiguous wage shares fell 6.5 pp while total 

wage shares only 3.5 pp since 1970s. Looking at the entire historical sweep from 1931 to 

the present the unambiguous wage share fell by 5 pp from the 1931s to the present for 

the United States. But total wage share did the opposite and rose by 2 pp over the entire 

period. 
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Table 4: Nominal Wages Shares, Unambiguous and Total, for Canada, 

1930s to 2010s, by Decade 

Decade Unambiguous wage share Total wage share 

1931-1940 65.8 45.2 

1941-1950  66.9 47.3 

1951-1960 66.3 48.2 

1961-1970 67.0 50.9 

1971-1980 65.5 53.7 

1981-1990 64.6 52.7 

1991-2000 65.4 51.6 

2001-2010 63.1 50.8 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistics Canada. The data from 1931 to 1970 come from Cat. No. 

13-531 National Income and Expenditure Accounts: Annual Estimates, 

1926-1986.  
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Table 4 shows corresponding results for Canada. The Canadian unambiguous wage 

share stays, like that of the U.S., roughly constant from 1930s to the 1960s, but declines 

since then to the present. The variable reached peak in 1960s with 67% and declined by  

4 pp since. The pattern is somehow a little bit different to US where unambiguous wage 

share had the highest number during 1970s. Therefore, both unambiguous wage share 

variables showed a decline during last four decades. 

The pattern in unambiguous wage shares seem to be consistent with the literature 

that has documented declines across various countries. Harrison (2005), Guscina (2007). 

Russel and Dufour (2007) showed a decline in Canadian labour share since the 1960s or 

the 1970s, which coincides with our finding. 

In a nutshell we have documented that the labour shares have declined since the 

1970s in Canada in United States for the total economy and for government and non-

government sector. The data seem not to agree as to which when the decline has begun 

and to what degree it has expanded. Nevertheless looking at fur aforementioned tables we 

can conclude that even if we account for a bias (underestimation of labour share Table 3 

and 4) we see a clear drop of the labour share. We also have established a faster drop in 

the government shares in Canada compared to the case for the United States. This trend 

will be scrutinized in greater detail in the following chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4: NON-WAGE/GDP SHARES 

 

In this section we look at other non-wage components of GDP (on the income side) as a 

share of nominal GDP.  In the above analysis we provided data showing that labour shares were 

falling on average since the 1970s. Therefore it must be the case that non-wage shares must have 

been rising.  

 

4.1 Non-labour GDP components shares 

A number of sources in the literature has been reporting an increase in profit share – the 

share of total factor income that is going to capital. For example, Ellis and Smyth (2007) 

document a rising profit share since mid-1980s for most developed countries. Karabarbounis and 

Neyman (2012) show a decline in labour share and rise in corporate savings and argued that 

these trends are two sides of the same phenomenon and should be studied together. Based on this 

information we look at both pure capital income as well as ambiguous income – the latter those 

components that cannot be entirely attributed either to capital or to labour. 

Due to inconsistency of data presentation between Canada and United States we have 

regrouped some income-based components of GDP. For example, Canadian reports corporate 

profit and inventory valuation adjustments separately; while the United States has it combines 

the two as one entity. Appendix A gives us a detailed explanation of how variables were 

constructed. Table 5 and Table 6 present non-wage GDP component shares for the United States 

and Canada, respectively, expressed as a percentage of the total nominal GDP for the years from 

1931 to 2013 (US) and 1931 to 2011 (Canada), using decade averages. 
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Table 5. Non-wage /GDP ratios by components, United States (%) 

 

10 year 

averages 

 

Profit 

income 

share 

Interest 

income 

share 

Unincorporated 

business income 

share 

Depreciation 

share 

Taxes less 

subsidies 

share 

1931-1940 9.74 4.96 11.48 11.84 9.86 

1941-1950 13.90 1.28 13.70 10.48 6.84 

1951-1960 13.49 1.52 10.59 11.91 7.43 

1961-1970 12.98 2.76 8.37 12.17 7.80 

1971-1980 9.60 4.94 7.11 13.68 7.51 

1981-1990 7.90 8.24 5.73 15.17 6.71 

1991-2000 9.68 6.15 6.65 14.71 6.81 

2001-2010 10.49 5.30 7.38 15.45 6.63 

2011-2013 13.50 4.06 7.64 15.56 6.58 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, GDP and National Income and Product 

Accounts (NIPA), Gross Domestic Income by type of income. Table 1.10 
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Profit income in Table 5 comprises such income components as rental income of persons, 

corporate profits and current surplus of government enterprises, for the United States  The 

highest profit shares are observed during 1940s, 1950s and 2011-2013 years. The share hit its 

lowest point of 7.9% in 1980s but it has been rising since.  The interest income share has been 

steadily rising since the 1940s to the 1980s, doubling in numbers each decade; reached peak in 

1980 (at 8%), but this component has declined approximately 1 pp each decade since. The 

unincorporated business income share has declined from 11% in 1930s; hit the low of 5.7% in 

1980s, slightly increased in the next decade and remained approximately constant since. The 

depreciation share has been constantly increasing during the whole period and reached 15.5% in 

2013. The indirect taxes less subsidies share remained approximately the same, since 1940s, 

from 6.5-8% back and forth each period with no obvious trend. 

Overall the profit income share and depreciation share have increased since 1970s for the 

United States. Given this and the fact that the other two shares declined only capital income 

(profit income plus depreciation) has benefited from the labour share drop. 
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Table 6. Non-wage /GDP ratios by components, Canada (%) 

10 year 

averages 

Profit 

income 

share 

Interest 

income 

share 

Unincorporated 

business income 

share 

Depreciation 

share 

Taxes less 

subsidies 

share 

1931-1940 9.03 2.57 14.57 12.39 13.17 

1941-1950 10.71 1.96 17.53 9.49 10.90 

1951-1960       10.93 2.55 13.73 11.08 11.41 

1961-1970 10.88 3.39 9.61 11.67 12.23 

1971-1980 10.47 6.26 6.52 11.32 10.92 

1981-1990 9.59 8.24 5.63 11.94 11.06 

1991-2000 9.14 6.24 6.15 12.99 12.86 

2001-2010 13.32 4.45 6.28 13.31 11.16 

2011 13.00 4.29 6.48 14.04 10.46 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistic Canada, CANSIM tables 380-0016, 380-0039. 
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Table 6 present non-wage GDP components shares for Canada. The profit income 

share comprises such variables as corporate profits, government business enterprises and 

inventory valuation adjustments. It started with the 9% income share in 1930s, increased 

the next decade by 2 pp and stayed constant during next four decades, dropped 1 pp 

during 1980s and 1990s and has risen during the last two decades by 4 pp Interest income 

has doubled its numbers since 1940s and reached peak in 1980s with 8.24% share in 

GDP, but has started falling since by 2 pp each decade. During last two decades it 

remained constant at roughly 4%. The trend is similar to that in the United States. 

Unincorporated business income dropped significantly during first four decades to about 

6%- 6.5% of total GDP during the 1960s. The pattern in the depreciation/GDP share is 

different from those observed in US: with the 1970s this share has held steady while in 

US capital consumption income has been rising. Since the 1970s this share was rising in 

both countries. Taxes less subsidies fluctuate approximately by 1 pp each decade and on 

average stay constant throughout the period, analogous to the United States data. 

Remarkably the movements of all variables in Canada are almost the same as its 

neighbor to the south. Since the 1950s profit income increased by 3 pp, and depreciation 

also rose by 3 pp. Interest income peaked in 1980s with 8% and declined since and 

unincorporated business declined through all decades by 8 pp Indirect taxes less subsidies 

remained constant.   

The purpose of this section was to see what components of GDP compensated for 

the fall in labour shares. Based on the information above we see a clear fall in 

unincorporated business income and relative constancy of indirect taxes over the years. 

These components are called ambiguous income that is income that is attributed to both 
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labour and capital.  Therefore, the remaining variables show that, overall, capital income 

is rising. This finding is consistent with the literature [Elis and Smyth (2007), 

Karbarbounis and Neyman (2012)]. 

 

4.2 Non-labour GDP components shares the government sector and non-

government sector 

In Chapter 3 we provided government sector labour share data for the United States 

and Canada. The results were not consistent with the literature’s assumption that income 

in public sector comes almost entirely from labour [Gomme and Rupert (2004)]. In this 

section we provide the distribution of income in government sector for both counties and 

non-government sector for Canada.  

Table 7 reports data on government GDP income shares for the United States. The 

labour share in the government sector were very high in the 1930s about 60.5%, sharply 

declined next decade to 46% and stayed relatively constant until 1970s. Since 1970s the 

share gradually decreased from 58% to 54% in 2011-2013. The trend is similar of those 

observed in Table 13. Note that the second column, the GDP residual share includes sales 

to non-businesses and non-residents. The share declines till 1970s to 23.6% and in 

increasing since, reaching 33.3% - a historical high for the share. The same is true for the 

depreciation share (third column), falling by 9 pp in total since 1960s. In sum, the GDP 

                                                 

3 Due to statistical discrepancy and exclusion of government sales to other sectors and government own-

account investment the numbers in Table 1 and Table 2 are not identical. 
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residual in the government sector explains solely for the decrease in labour share and 

depreciation in the United States. 

Table 8 reports the same variables for Canada4. We see that labour share in 

government sector increased until 1960s, but declined by about 7 pp since the 1980s. At 

the same time the government GDP residual and depreciation was increasing for the same 

period of time. In sum we see similar trend with the neighboring country except that the 

depreciation share stayed roughly constant in US. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

4 Due to statistical discrepancies in reporting Canadian data there are no continuous dataset available for the 

whole period of time. This will give us some information on the measure but not the trend. 
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Table 7: Government GDP Income Shares, 1931-40 to 2013 – United States 

Decades Wages + SLI Government GDP 

residual 

CCA - 

govt 

tot govt 

spend 

1931-1940 60.45 29.86 9.69 100.0 

1941-1950 46.28 32.23 21.49 100.0 

1951-1960 47.33 29.17 23.50 100.0 

1961-1970 51.25 25.75 23.00 100.0 

1971-1980 58.02 23.61 18.37 100.0 

1981-1990 53.50 28.35 18.15 100.0 

1991-2000 57.66 27.44 14.90 100.0 

2001-2010 55.32 31.98 12.70 100.0 

2011-2013 54.92 32.58 14.26 100.0 

Notes:  

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

b. the difference between government labour share in Table 1 and table is 7 is 

due to statistical discrepancy  

c. The “government GDP residual” shows percentage shares of “net sales to 

businesses plus non-residents”.      

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, Table 3.10.5  

 

Table 8: Government GDP Income Shares, 1931-40 to 2011 – Canada (%) 

decade Wages + SLI businesses non-

residents 

CCA - 

govt 

total 

  1931-1940       60.7      24.5      0.3      14.6     100.0 

  1941-1950      42.4      41.2     11.1       5.3     100.0 

  1951-1960       52.3      37.5      2.0       8.2     100.0 

  1961-1970      68.9      21.4      1.3       8.3     100.0  

  1971-1980      68.1      23.2      1.2       7.5     100.0  

 Wages + SLI Government GDP residual CCA  total 

  1981-1990     55.2               31.6      13.2      100.0 

  1991-2000     51.5               35.2      13.3     100.0 

  2001-2010     47.8               38.3       14.0     100.0 

    2011     45.5               39.5      15.0     100.0 

Notes: a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

b. the difference between government labour share in Table 1 and table is 7 

is due to statistical discrepancy  

c. the “government GDP residual” shows percentage shares of “net sales to 

businesses plus non-residents”. 

Source: Statistics Canada, Cat. No. 13-531 National Income and Expenditure 

Accounts: Annual Estimates, 1926-1986, Table 17; CANSIM Table # 380-0079 – 

Current Capital Accounts – General Governments. 
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There are different approaches that represent government activity in the national 

accounts: government value added and government expenditures and investment. The 

difference is discussed more fully in the Chapter 6. Table 1 shows labour share of 

government sector, which was defined as government consumption expenditures on 

goods and services. Table 9 to 12 in below reports government and non-government 

components from industry value added perspective. 

Table 9 and 10 the shows government value added composition for the United 

States and Canada. Since there are only two parts of value added in the government we 

report only the share of compensation of the government employees and the share of 

capital consumption allowances, as a percentage of GDP. Looking at the aforementioned 

tables we see that the trend is different for two countries. Firstly employee compensation 

in the United States is slightly rising till 1970s and then stays constant to the present with 

78% share in value added. In Canada the wage share dropped 15 pp since 1970s, to 75% 

in 2010-2011. Depreciation share declined approximately by 4 pp throughout the post-

1970s period in the U.S. However the Canadian data shows a strong, steady rise in 

depreciation share. 

Table 11 and Table 12 present the shares for non-government sector (in terms of 

value added). Here the trend is similar for two countries. The employee compensation 

share fell 3 pp since 1970s for the United States and Canada. In the United States GDP 

residual share decreased from1940s to the 1970s, and has increased slightly since then. In 

Canada, the same GDP residual share declined to the 1980s, before increasing slightly. 

The depreciation/GDP shares, for both countries increased since the 1970s.  
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Table 10. The Government Value Added composition, by decade, Canada 

Decades Government 

compensation and value 

added ratio 

Government 

depreciation and 

value added ratio 

Total government 

value added 

  1931-1940  79.88 20.12 100.00 

  1941-1950 87.83 12.17 100.00 

  1951-1960  85.89 14.11 100.00 

  1961-1970 88.67 11.33 100.00 

  1971-1980 89.88 10.12 100.00 

  1981-1990 80.71 19.29 100.00 

  1991-2000 79.49 20.51 100.00 

  2001-2010 77.51 22.49 100.00 

  2011 75.28 24.72 100.00 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistic Canada, CANSIM tables 380-0016, 380-0039. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 9. The Government Value Added composition, by decade, United States 

Decades Government 

compensation and 

value added ratio 

Government 

depreciation and 

value added ratio 

Total government 

value added 

1931-1940 86.35 13.55 100.00 

1941-1950 75.44 24.54 100.00 

1951-1960 75.25 24.71 100.00 

1961-1970 75.91 24.10 100.00 

1971-1980 78.69 21.31 100.00 

1981-1990 76.95 23.05 100.00 

1991-2000 78.08 21.92 100.00 

2001-2010 80.15 19.85 100.00 

2011-2013 78.61 21.39 100.00 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis. Table 3.10.5; Table 1.1.5 
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Table 11. The Non-Government Value added Composition, by decade, United States 

   Decade Non-government 

compensation and 

value added ratio 

GDP residual 

share 

Non-

government 

CCA/VA 

Total 

government 

value added 

1931-1940 46.84 41.85 11.31 100.00 

1941-1950 48.82 43.26 7.92 100.00 

1951-1960 50.77 39.45 9.78 100.00 

1961-1970 51.21 38.81 9.97 100.00 

1971-1980 51.47 36.58 11.95 100.00 

1981-1990 51.13 35.40 13.47 100.00 

1991-2000 51.10 35.69 13.21 100.00 

2001-2010 50.12 35.39 14.49 100.00 

2011-2013 48.41 37.12 14.46 100.00 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis. Table 3.10.5; Table 1.1.5 

 

 

Table 12. The Non-Government Value added Composition, by decade, Canada 

   Decade Non-government 

compensation and 

value added ratio 

GDP residual 

share 

Non-

government 

CCA/VA 

Total 

government 

value added 

1931-1940 42.31 46.30 11.39 100.00 

1941-1950 42.94 48.00 9.06 100.00 

1951-1960 45.03 44.46 10.51 100.00 

1961-1970 45.99 42.80 11.21 100.00 

1971-1980 48.04 41.22 10.74 100.00 

1981-1990 47.70 38.50 13.80 100.00 

1991-2000 47.00 38.65 14.34 100.00 

2001-2010 46.20 39.09 14.71 100.00 

2011 45.11 39.77 15.12 100.00 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistic Canada, CANSIM tables 380-0016, 380-0039. 
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CHAPTER 5. REAL WAGE BILL DECOMPOSITION AND DECLINING 

WAGE/GDP RATIOS 

In previous chapters we documented the declining labour shares since 1970s. The 

decline has taken place in both non-government and government sectors. Noting that the 

wage bill consists of different parts, in this chapter we decompose the real per capita 

wage bill into the real wage rate, employment rate, employment-hours intensity, labour 

force partition rate and older population ratios. We do this to account for possible sources 

of labour income share decline. Here, we provide percentage change for labour share, 

wage per capita and GDP per capita for three time periods, for both United States and 

Canada. Both Canadian and U.S. data start in 1961. Consequently we show changes for 

1960s to the 1970s (for completeness’ sake) and for the 1970s to the 2010s and to 2011-

2013. The latter two periods of change represent the focus of our discussion in this 

chapter. 

The methodology of decomposing wages is as follows5: 

(1) (W/P)=(W/H)*(H/E)*(E/LF)*(LF/P15)*(P15/P) 

Where: 

W = wages plus supplementary labour income 

P = total population 

H = total hours worked 

E = employment 

                                                 

5 Mansell and Copithorne (1986). 
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LF = labour force 

P15 = population of age 15 and over 

In order to get percentage changes from period of time A to period of time B we 

take the first difference of natural logarithms. For example: 

 

(2) LN(W/P)A-LN(W/P)B= percentage change of the per capita wage bill over 

time. 

 

We take natural logarithms of (W/GDP), and then natural logarithms of the real GDP/P 

(see the tables in this section below). The natural logs of “labour share” and “wages per- 

capita” sum up to the natural log of “real GDP per capita” as an identity. Given a 

declining wage/GDP ratio, we expect that natural log of the “real GDP/P” to exceed the 

natural log of “real wages per capita” (see the top three lines of each table). Looking at 

the bottom lines of each table, we see that these five lines sum up to the natural log of 

“wages per capita”. Since the “wages per capita” as per equation (1) above component 

growth more slowly than “GDP per capita”, we want to check which one of the five 

components accounts for this slow growth. We use real values instead of nominal values 

for the wage bill and GDP in order to see the real growth and to eliminate inflationary 

effects. 

Table 13 and 14 report decomposition estimates for all sectors of the economy for 

the United States and Canada respectively. Note first that, for both countries, both real 

wages and GDP per capita grew steadily (the second and third lines of the table have 
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positive values). We see that for the United States labour shares increased from 1961 to 

1971 by 1 pp and started falling since (see top line of table 13). This variable falls by 3 pp 

since 1970s to 2000s and 6 pp to the present day. The same trend take place for Canada 

where labour shares increased by 3 pp in the first period and decreased by 6 pp and 5 pp 

in the last two periods (see the top line Table 14). Note that for Canada the labour share 

of GDP declined, after the 1970s by relatively more than was the case with the United 

States. 

The decomposition variables are as follows. Wages per hour increased the fastest, 

among all decomposition variables, for both countries. For the United States the rise was 

52.5% from 1970s to the present day; in Canada it was 35%. This strong increase 

accounts for most of the real wage bill increase. The well-known long-run rise in the 

labour force partition rate (4 pp for the U.S. and 8 pp for Canada) and the population 

aging (7 pp for the U.S.  and 11 pp for Canada) account for a smaller increase in both 

countries in comparison to the increase in the real wage bill. Hours per employee 

declined significantly in both countries by 5-6 pp for United States and 10-11 pp for 

Canada since 1970s to the present. The employment/ labour force has had a modest role 

in the real wage bill trend, since the decline was for about 0.3-1 pp for both countries. 

This plays minor role in reducing wage bill growth.  
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Table 14:  Changes in Wage/Value Added (VA) Ratios (natural logs), Using the 

Wage Decomposition Approach – All Sectors, Canada (%) in real terms 

Component 1961/70 to 1971/80 1971/80 to 2001/10 1971/80 to 2011/13 

Wage share          0.030         -0.060         -0.052 

Wage per-capita          0.404          0.406          0.464 

GDP per-capita          0.374          0.467          0.516 

    

Wages per-hour         0.307          0.292          0.357 

Hours per-employee        -0.074         -0.078         -0.096 

Employment/lab force        -0.024         -0.001         -0.003 

Labour force part rate         0.055          0.094          0.089  

Adult population ratio         0.140          0.100           0.117 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Tables 380-0064, 384-0039, 282-0002 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 13:  Changes in Wage/Value Added (VA) Ratios (natural logs), Using the 

Wage Decomposition Approach, United States (%)  

Component 1961/70 to 1971/80 1971/80 to 2001/10 1971/80 to 2011/13 

Wage share 0.236 0.590 0.626 

Wage per-capita 0.248 0.558 0.563 

GDP per-capita 0.012 -0.032 -0.063 

 
  

 

Wages per-hour 0.187 0.473 0.525 

Hours per-employee -0.047 -0.055 -0.058 

Employment/lab force -0.019 0.003 -0.018 

Labour force part rate 0.056 0.079 0.043 

Adult population ratio 0.071 0.058 0.070 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, OECD statistics Database, Current population 

survey, United States. 
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Tables 15 and 16 show the decomposition of wage bill in business sector for the 

United States and Canada respectively. Here we can see similar trend for both countries 

where real wage per capita lags behind GDP per capita growth by negative 6 pp, given 

the absolute rise in real wage and real GDP. The Canadian results differ, wherefore the 

1970s to the present, there is no significant gap between real wages per capita and GDP 

per capita. We see a slight increase in the labour share by 0.5 pp.  Looking at the 

decomposition variables we can see a similar trend for both countries since the 1970s to 

the present, where the main contributor to the real wage bill per-capita growth is real 

wages per hour with 50% growth in US and a 47% in Canada. For both countries labour 

force partition rate, adult population ratio and employment intensity have also contributed 

to real wage growth. The only variable that declined is hours per employee (8 – 9 pp for 

both countries). This is well-known long-run trend. 
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Table 15:  Changes in Wage/Value Added (VA) (natural logs), Using the Wage 

Decomposition Approach – the Business Sector, United States (%) in nominal 

terms 

Component 
1961/70 to 1971/80 1971/80 to 2001/10 1971/80 to 2011/13 

Wage share 0.004 -0.028 -0.061 

Wage per-capita 0.240 0.583 0.582 

GDP per-capita 0.236 0.611 0.643 

 

  

 

Wages per-hour 0.178 0.454 0.498 

Hours per-employee -0.069 -0.082 -0.080 

Employment/lab force 0.004 0.074 0.051 

Labour force part rate 0.056 0.079 0.043 

Adult population ratio 0.071 0.058 0.070 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, OECD statistics Database, Current population 

survey, United States 

Table 16:  Changes in Wage/Value Added (VA) (natural logs), Using the Wage 

Decomposition Approach – the Business Sector, Canada (%) in real terms 

Component 1961/70 to 1971/80 1971/80 to 2001/10 1971/80 to 2011/13 

Wage share           0.052               -0.013           0.005  

Wage per-capita           0.415           0.554           0.607 

GDP per-capita           0.363            0.567            0.601  

    

Wages per-hour           0.352           0.408           0.477 

Hours per-employee          -0.070           -0.068          -0.089 

Employment/lab force          -0.061           0.021           0.013 

Labour force part rate           0.055           0.094           0.089 

Adult population ratio           0.140           0.100           0.117 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Tables 380-0064,384-0039, 282-0002,    
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In Tables 17 and 18 we show the non-commercial sector decomposition for both 

countries. Here we see very different results between United States and Canada. The drop 

in Canadian non-commercial sector for 1970s to the present is very significant (18 pp) in 

contrast to the 2 pp  decline in the neighbor country. For the non-commercial sector, the 

long run growth rates in real GDP per capita and real wages per capita are noticeably 

higher in the United States than in Canada (unlike the commercial sector, in Canada 

while the corresponding rates are roughly equal). Looking at the decomposition variables 

for the government sector in the United States we see similar pattern to the all-industry 

pattern. The largest growth factor is in wages per hour with 63% increase. The main 

contributors to the decline here are hours per employee and employment/labour force 

with 16 pp and 8 pp drop respectively. If we look at the government sector decomposition 

variables in Canada, one surprising statistic is that the real wages per hour increased very 

modestly at only 10 pp. The labour force and adult population also increased on average. 

The two variable that contributed to the decline of the per-capita real wage bill are hours 

per employee (-12 pp) and employment labour force (-5 pp) 

In sum, the data used in this chapter – from the Productivity Accounts in the U.S. 

and Canada - suggest that the real wages per capita have lagged behind real GDP per 

capita growth. The result of this chapter reinforces the main finding from previous 

chapters (the latter using data from the income-expenditure accounts). This is true for 

both countries and most sectors, with an exception of U.S non-government sector. The 

decomposition analysis shows: (1) real wages rose strongly in both countries, with the 

exception of the Canadian non-commercial sector, and (2) hours per employee fell. The 

latter thus limited per-capita wage growth. 
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Table 17:  Changes in Wage/Value Added (VA) Ratios (natural logs), Using the 

Wage Decomposition Approach – the Non-Commercial Sector, United States (%) in 

nominal terms 

Component 1961/70 to 1971/80 1971/80 to 2001/10 1971/80 to 2011/13 

Wage share 0.042 0.008 -0.020 

Wage per-capita 0.278 0.466 0.490 

GDP per-capita 0.237 0.458 0.511 

    

Wages per-hour 0.221 0.552 0.633 

Hours per-employee -0.165 -0.167 -0.169 

Employment/lab force 0.095 -0.056 -0.087 

Labour force part rate 0.056 0.079 0.043 

Adult population ratio 0.071 0.058 0.070 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, OECD statistics Database, Current population 

survey, United States 

 

 

 

 

Table 18:  Changes in Wage/Value Added (VA) Ratios (natural logs), Using the 

Wage Decomposition Approach – the Non-Commercial Sector, Canada (%) in real 

terms 

Component 
1961/70 to 1971/80 1971/80 to 2001/10 1971/80 to 2011/13 

Wage share         -.016          -0.157         -0.179 

Wage per-capita         0.383          0.053          0.126 

GDP per-capita         0.399          0.210          0.306 

    

Wages per-hour         0.162            0.056          0.102 

Hours per-employee        -0.079          -0.119         -0.127 

Employment/lab force         0.106         -0.078         -0.054 

Labour force part rate         0.055          0.094           0.089 

Adult population ratio         0.140          0.100          0.117 

Notes: 

a. detailed variables description in Appendix A 

Source: Statistics Canada, CANSIM Tables 380-0064,384-0039, 282-0002,    
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CHAPTER 6: RECONCILING GOVERNMENT/NON-GOVERNMENT GDP 

(VALUE ADDED VERSUS EXPENDITURE) 

 

 

     In this short chapter, we discuss the difference between government (and non-

government) GDP, value-added versus “expenditures” GDP. Tables 7 and 8 above, in 

Chapter 4, show “government GDP residuals”, for both the United States and Canada, 

respectively. We want to explain exactly what these residuals are, and want to link them 

to the non-government “residual” shown, for the United States and Canada, shown in 

Tables 11 and 12 at the end of Chapter 4. We want to show this link, and provide some 

intuitive examples for each. 

 

     Standard national accounts teach us that total, current-dollar value-added GDP equals 

expenditure GDP: both are value-added, final-demand concepts: 

 

(1)   GDPVA  =  GDPEXP         

 

And we can divide value-added GDP into “government” and “non-government” 

 

(2)   GDPVA  =  GDPVA
G  +  GDPVA

NG 

      

The government sector includes government administration, security and defence, social 

protection, etc. Such functions as education and hospitals are part of government The 
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SNA defines the general government sector as having the following groups or units: (1) 

all units of central state or local units, and (2) all non-profit organizations that are 

controlled by government units (e.g. most schools). All remaining institutions are defined 

as “non-government” in (2) above. Finally, from the well-known macroeconomic 

identity, we know that GDP on the expenditure side can be shown as: 

 

(3)     GDPEXP  =  GDPEXP
G  +  GDPEXP

NG 

 

where GDPEXP
G  is the familiar current-dollar spending on government goods and 

services, and GDPEXP
NG represents the sum of current consumption, investment and 

net exports. [Note in passing that “spending on universities” straddles the two right-hand-

side components, since some spending (tuition) is consumption and some (financed by 

government) is government spending. Some charities also fit into this category]. 

 

    The information in Tables 9 through 12 above can be represented as follows. Value-

added government GDP is defined, noting, as stated above, as including wages and 

capital consumption allowances: 

 

(4)     GDPVA
G  =  WG  +  CCAG 

 

Note in passing the two right-hand side variables in (4) come from the sector accounts, in 
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the income accounts, for both countries. So the WG above incudes government wages 

(and supplementary income) not only in the “public administration sector, but all 

government-controlled sectors as stated above. The same holds true for the capital 

consumption variable above.  Tables 11 and 12 in Chapter 4 above can be represented by 

 

(5)   GDPVA
NG  =  WNG  +  BUSNG  +  CCANG 

 

So the BUSNG above represents all non-wage, non-depreciation income, and all of this 

accrues to the non-government sector. 

 

From Tables 7 and 8 in Chapter 4 above, we show a “government spending residual”: 

 

(6)   GDPEXP
G =  WG  +  RESG  +  CCAG   

 

i.e., the second term is defined (as a residual), subtracting government wages and 

depreciation from government spending. This residual is “sales to businesses” plus “net 

sales from non- residents” (current-dollar net imports to government, a small number). 

Examples of government-purchased goods and services, from businesses, includes 

payments to incorporated and non-incorporated doctors, by provincial governments, and 

contracts to highway-construction companies to build new highways, and so forth. It does 

not include government purchases of intermediate goods (e.g., government purchases of 

pencils and paper from a stationery company). 
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    Non-government expenditures on goods and services, the counterpart to (6) above, and 

also be expressed analogously: 

 

(7)     GDPEXP
NG =  WNG  + RESNG  +  CCANG   

 

Note that RESNG represents net purchases of final goods and services from the other 

three economic sectors [households, governments and the foreign sector, other than the 

wage and depreciation terms in (7)].     

 

     Equations (1) through (7) can be combined to yield: 

 

(8)     BUSNG  =  RESG  +  RESNG 

 

The left-hand side of (8), as seen in equation (5) above, represents all non-wage, non-

depreciation income in the economy. But this sums to the two “sales residuals” defined 

above. This makes sense, since all wages and capital cost allowances are accounted for in 

both sectors, government and non-government. Note in passing that RESG contains some 

wages and salaries. This variable represents “sales of goods and services to the business 

and non-residential sector”. For example, some of this variable is sales to incorporated 

and unincorporated doctors, private firms who employ secretaries and nurses. This being 

the case, since there are positive labour compensation imbedded in RESG, it must be the 
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case that there is some negative “wages” imbedded within RESNG.   

 The implications of the above analysis are as follows. Consider the results above 

that use “government expenditures” (G) to define GDP in the denominator of the 

wage/GDP ratio (Tables 1 and 7 for the United States and Tables 2 and 8 for Canada). 

Looking at Table 1 above, we see modest decline in the wage/GDP ratio, and a more 

significant decline for the same ratio in Table 7. For Canada we see significant declines 

in this ratio, in Tables 2 and 8. Table 9 (United States) and Table 10 (Canada) measure 

government wage/GDP ratios, using GDP value added in the denominator, netting out 

RESG beforehand. For the United States, this definition of the government wage/GDP 

ratio does not fall in the post-1970s period. For Canada it does fall rather dramatically, 

with CCAG conversely rising. This last finding is reinforced by our Chapter 5 results 

(Table 15) with the government wage/GDP ratio falling sharply. We conclude, thus that 

there is evidence that the government (and non-commercial) wage/GDP ratios have fallen 

in Canada. But this is not the necessarily the case for the United States.          
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CHAPTER 7. CONSLUSIONS 

The primary objective of this study was to analyze for Canada and United States, 

the change in wage/GDP ratios over the past 80 years. Based on available data, and our 

estimations, we can conclude that the labour share has been falling for both countries 

since the 1970s. The trend is not so obvious for the government and non-government 

sectors. While government labour shares in Canada have fallen significantly since the 

1960s, the fall in the non-government labour shares was not as sharp. The wage/GDP 

ratio in the United States shows a slow, steady decline, from the 1940s onwards in 

commercial sector. The decline in labour shares has been accompanied by an increase in 

profit shares for both countries. In particular interest, profit and depreciation income 

shares which is a capital income increased for both countries. 

Our wage bill decomposition analysis, for both the United States and Canada, 

reinforces the findings that the wage share has fallen. The decomposition approach 

accounts for several sources for the labour share decline. There has been a decline in the 

average number of hours per worker and employment intensity, in both sectors. The 

fastest decline in this variables observed in the government sector in Canada, where we 

see the biggest drop in wage/GDP ratio. 

One of the shortcomings of the paper is the fact that it doesn’t account for self- 

employed individuals in the non-government sector. Due to the lack of data we weren’t 

able to do so.  The inconsistencies in reporting data may have contributed to biased 

estimates. The other cautionary note is the fact that Canadian data doesn’t have 
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continuous datasets for the time period we report our findings on, and the datasets had to 

be adjusted it on order to provide consistent estimates.  

Several propositions on further research can be made. The account for self-

employment income could be valuable for private sector. Moreover, it may be valuable to 

look at the distribution of labour shares across industries (we looked only at the 

government and non-government sector). In addition, undertaking econometrics approach 

can possibly answer the question on factors that have contributed to the labour share 

decline. 
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APPENDIX A. VARIABLES DESCRIPTION 

Table 1, Table 2 

a) Government wage shares – government wages and salaries plus supplementary 

labour income divided by government consumption expenditure and gross 

investment. 

b) Non-government – private industries wages and salaries plus supplementary 

labour income divided by GDP netting out government expenditures and gross 

investment 

c) Total wage shares – total wages and salaries plus supplementary labour income 

divided by GDP at market prices. 

Table 3, Table 4 

d) Unambiguous wage share - wages and salaries plus supplementary labour income 

divided by GDP, netting out mixed business income, indirect taxes less subsidies 

to businesses, and inventory valuation adjustment     

e) Total wage shares  - wages and salaries plus supplementary labour income 

divided by total GDP at market prices 

Table 5, Table 6 

f) Profit share – business current transfer payment + Rental income of persons with 

capital consumption adjustment+corporate profits with inventory valuation and 

capital consumption adjustments + current surplus of government enterprises 

divided by GDP at market prices 

g) Interest income share - Net interest and miscellaneous payments, domestic 

industries divided by GDP at market prices 
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h) Unincorporated business income share - Net interest and miscellaneous 

payments, domestic industries divided by GDP at market prices 

i) Depreciation share – consumption of fixed capital divided by GDP at market 

prices 

j) Taxes less subsidies share – taxes on production and imports minus less: subsidies 

divided by GDP at market prices 

Table 7, Table 8 

k) Wages+SLI – government wages plus supplementary labour income divide by 

government expenditures plus gross investment at market prices 

l) Government residual – government expenditures netting out wages plus SLI and 

capital consumption allowances divided by total government expenditures and 

gross investment 

m) CCA govt – capital consumption allowances divided by government expenditures 

at market prices 

Tables 8-12 

n) Government compensation and value added ratio – the compensation of 

employees that are employed in the government sector divided by government 

value added that consists of depreciation and compensation of employees. 

o) Government depreciation and value added ratio – depreciation in the government 

sector divided by government value added 

p) Non-government compensation and value added ratio – compensation of private 

sector employees divided by value added of all industries except of government 
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q) GDP residual share – consists of non-government industries operational surplus 

and taxes divided by value added of these industries 

r) Non-government CCA/VA – non-government capital consumption allowances 

divided by value added of non-government industries. 

Tables 13-18 

s) Labour share – Real wages plus supplementary labour income, chained 2007 

divided by real Value Added chained, 2007 

t) Wage per capita – wages plus supplementary labour income divided by total 

population 

u) GDP per capita – real GDP chained (2007) divided by total population 

v) Wages per hour – wages and salaries plus supplementary labour income (chained 

2007) divided by total hours worked 

w) Hours per employee – total hours worked divided by total number of employed 

x) Employment labour force – total number of employed divided by total labour 

force 

y) Labour force part rate – labour force divided by population 15+ 

z) Adult population ratio – population 15+ divided by total population 
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	2.5.3 Financialization
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